House System
Handbook
Four houses,
one mission towards success
#4Houses1DSEFam

The Dillard Street Creed
I am bright.
There is nothing I cannot do.
Yesterday's failures are
behind me.
Tomorrow's successes are
yet before me.
I will make today the very
best day of all,
For this day is the next step
in my educational journey.
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Inspired by the Great Expectations Foundation

The Purpose of the
House System
Dillard Street Elementary is implementing the House
System this year which is inspired by the work at the Ron
Clark Academy. This program celebrates greatness,
achievement, and growth. It builds teamwork, school
pride, and character.
There are four houses, each represented by an animal,
color, and character strength.
Throughout the year we will hold house rallies to build
community and provide a space to empower our
students with character development.
Students and staff will earn points for their house
throughout the year, and the winning house will be
recognized at the end of the year.
We may have four houses, but we are one Dragon family!
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The Four Houses

Animal: Fox
Color: Green
Trait: Intellect

Animal: Lion
Color: Red
Trait: Bravery

Animal: Bear
Color: Yellow
Trait: Courage

Animal: Elephant
Color: Blue
Trait: Wisdom
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The Selection Process
For the initial house selection process, grade levels will
meet in the cafeteria on the first Friday of the first week
of school.
The leadership team will implement an electronic sorting
system to sort each student one at a time. When each
student is sorted, they will join their house teacher and
fellow house members as they do their house cheer!
Students will then recite the Dillard Street Creed
together.
As new students enter the school, they will be sorted.
Team cheers will take place in the cafeteria during lunch
to welcome them to their house.
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The Points System
Who Can Earn Points?
Any student or staff member can earn points for their house for
reaching academic goals, behavior/citizenship, and school events as
outlined on the next page.
The leadership team will determine which events will be worth
points, the point values, and will communicate this information via
email and/or announcements.
Can Points be Lost?
No, once a point has been earned it cannot be lost. Teachers and
staff will follow the Code of Conduct in regard to discipline needs.
How are Points Tracked?
Points will be tracked through a weekly Google Form on which
teachers will note how many points each house earned among the
students in their classroom. School leadership will maintain a total
point count and display the current weekly count on TV screens
throughout the school.
During the week, teachers will track the points students earn in their
classroom to submit onto the weekly survey.
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Point Values
Academics:

Behavior:

Events:
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House Rallies
Dillard Street will host House Rallies at least once a
quarter to promote house teamwork and pride.
Students will spend time together and participate in
activities together during these rallies and
encourage each other to be their very best.
Teachers and staff will participate too!
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The House Champion
Once a quarter, we will recognize the current
winning house with a surprise experience!
At the end of the year, all of the points will be
reviewed and the winning house will be crowned
the House Champion! The house colors will be
showcased all over campus and their House Banner
will recieve a "crown".
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